
DeGLERI 251
DEGLERI #251 is published by Andy Porter, P.O.Box 4175, New York NY 10017, this cool 
10th day of January, 1975, for attendees at Ross Chamberlain’s monthly (or thereabouts) 
FISTFA meeting, on the mighty Doom Duplicator, which hasn’t seen the light of day in 
something like 4 years. Isn’t fandon a trufine thing? Voter "Earth Versus The Ditto 
i^sters" for Best Dramatic Hugo, and "The Homesteaders’’ foi’ Best Introduction, 1974. 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + * + + + +

OUT OF THE CLOSET AT LAST: Rises the mighty Doom Duplicator, publisher of countless 
issues of DEGLERI, SFWEEKLY, ALGOL, H’TMTIETM CENTURY UN

LIMITED, SOUTH NORWALK, and even FRISCO MIKADO f, GOLDEN SPIKE GAZETTE (Ah, the hallowed 
fan halls of yesteryear! Hie golden days of youth, before I turned older, and

went offset (or, in the case of recent issues of DEGLERI, went xerox).

I took today off from work, and besides getting 12 hours of much needed sleep, complet
ing my Tolkien jigsaw puzzle, buying three pair of socks at AQS, eating my Vheaties 
with milk, and picking up some more aftershave, I bought a gallon of ditto fluid.

Inflation seems to have passed ditto fluid past; the gallon cost only $3.19, which is 
about, what I remember paying for it in decades past (the sixth decade, to be snecific). 
Hie store owner did tell me that effective February 1st the cost of a gallon will go
up to $5.00, so time and inflation catch up to most of us sooner or later. At the rate
I use the stuff, it'll be $8.00 a gallon the next time I use the machine.

Paper is another problem. I’m down to less than 2 reams from the 20 I bought from
Ditto Inc in 1970. That paper, and the remnants I've still got, are 24# ditto nanor 
which sold for $4.10 a rear in 1970. Heaven, forbid the nrice should have remained the 
same -- I suspect it's going for something like $6.00 a ream right now. The naner I 
do have left is so old that it’s growing hair. I call it my Hairy Rears...

Meanwhile, the problem of paper remains. I suspect I've got sone older stationary R 
I might use, and we pause for stationary identification and a word from our snonsors: 
[THIS IS GOD; I JUST WANT TO SAY, ’ +&W ci(?F +PXW0SA o CBS* •PWU 0+ DVECUX+II XYUPN 

^ZU WPHQS ?C -I \.UQDYU RP.T 1(4 (Oti ;~n i?~» ^TUOLLC •ZWd’79*1"]

That was. GOD. He’s perfectly all right, just rather caught up with the weird things he 
can do with an otherwise perfectly sane typewriter. If Ho things He’s so smart, just 
watch what £ can do. Everyone get out their secret decoder rings, and translate this: 
A THING t-lUST BE SAID IF IT IS TO BE READt aTl e oaf we Cat iTVf apO4Tl -epe.
£’□ 0 □ □
Gee, aren’t nonstandard golf balls wonderful things?

Meanwhile, locking through the paper situation, I’ve come across a whole ream of naoer 
made up of miscellaneous leftovers from offset runs of various things: ALGOL covers and 
back-covers, apazine covers, letterheads for past and future fannish endeavors, etc. 
I guess I’ll use those, though some are a little esoteric.

I do have a whole pile of ditto masters, including most of a whole boxfull which I 
thihk I lifted from Conover-Must publications when that former employer was beginning 
to die. Hie only thing I regret not taking from Conover-Mast was southing like a thou
sand layout sheets on heavy card stock, which they subsequently threwout. The hundred 
or so I saved I've been using the last year for ALGOL.


